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A comprehensive menu of Joy Indian Takeaway from Aberdeenshire covering all 15 courses and drinks can
be found here on the menu. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Joy Indian Takeaway:
finally! really good pizza on the hunt! my new favorite kidnapping. the ceylonese corma was also delicious when
a wee a little spicy. the one I was used was very mild I thought they were all! but still I have been acting because
it was this mumie. very friendly also: we look forward to more in the future! read more. The restaurant also offers

the possibility to sit outside and eat in beautiful weather. What Emily Dale doesn't like about Joy Indian
Takeaway:

The food was really watery, the naan breads weren’t cooked properly, the poppadoms were really greasy. My
sister ordered a chicken tikka and got a dish that had prawns, chicken, some brown sausage shaped meat and
burnt lumps in it. Absolutely disgraceful place to eat a takeaway from. Seriously disappointing and dangerous

when you don’t know what meat your getting in your food. The time it also took for them to get th... read more. In
Joy Indian Takeaway in Aberdeenshire, they prepare crispy pizza using a time-honored method, served straight

out of the oven, Menus are also prepared here, finely and freshly with traditional Indian spices.
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